Abstract-Regarding to the influence of robots in the various fields of life, the issue of trusting to them is important, especially when a robot deals with people directly. One of the possible ways to get this confidence is adding a moral dimension to the robots. Therefore, we present a new architecture in order to build moral agents that learn from demonstrations. This agent is based on Beauchamp and Childress's principles of biomedical ethics (a type of deontological theory) and uses decision tree algorithm to abstract relationships between ethical principles and morality of actions. We apply this architecture to build an agent that provides guidance to health care workers faced with ethical dilemmas. Our results show that the agent is able to learn ethic well.
I. Introduction
Past research concerning the relationship between technology and ethics has largely focused on how human beings ought to treat machines [1] . This type of thinking was the result of recent developments in the field of creating robots and becoming the robots more and more autonomous. Because of this very serious issue, many researchers are looking for a way to solve it. Therefore, a combination of psychology and computer branch, which called machine ethics, has been created with the goal of adding ethical dimension to the machines [2] . Since ethic as a branch of philosophy is working on what is right or wrong in the human behavior [3] , we can say that the ultimate goal of machine ethics is creating a machine that can separate good conduct (moral action) from bad conduct (immoral action). For this purpose, the machine should have ability of ethical reasoning [4] [5] [6] . In this way, the major challenge that machine ethics encounter with, is finding an ethical model that can implement it on machine successfully [7] . Agent is a software or hardware entity that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting upon that environment through effectors [8] . If ethical dimension is added to an artificial agent, then the artificial moral agent (AMA) will be created [9] . AMAs need to distinguish between good and bad behaviors and doing moral actions will increase the performance of them [10] . In making AMAs, it must be discussed about two important issues:
 Selecting ethical theory: Generally, ethical theories are divided into two types: consequentialist and deontological [11] . In consequentialist theories, actions are judged by their consequences, and the best action to take now is the action that results in the best situation in the future [11] . Deontological ethical theory judges the morality of an action based on the action's adherence to a rule or rules. It is sometimes described as "duty" or "obligation" or "rule" -based ethics, because rules "bind you to your duty" [3] .  Selecting the making strategy: There are two strategies for making AMAs: top-down and bottomup. Top-down approaches involve turning explicit theories of moral behavior into algorithms. Bottom-up approaches involve attempts to train or evolve agents whose behavior emulates morally praiseworthy human behavior [12] .
In this paper, we present a new Bottom-up architecture for making the moral agent that can act as ethical advisor in the domain of health care. Moreover, we use Beauchamp and Childress' Principles of Biomedical Ethics, a type of deontological theories, because the agent works on a medical domain.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 of this paper explains importance of machine ethics. Section 3 describes some preliminaries for this issue. Section 4 reviews important research on moral agent and machine ethics. Section 5 presents the architecture of moral agents that provide guidance to health care workers faced with ethical dilemmas. Section 6 presents how to implement an agent using our proposed architecture. Finally, Section 7 summarizes and concludes the paper and section 8 indicates future areas of research.
II. The Importance of Machine ethics
Why is the field of machine ethics important? Recent developments in machine autonomy necessitate adding an ethical dimension to at least some machines [1] . In [13] James Moor has said three main reasons for working on machine ethics:  Machine ethics will be needed, because future machines will increase their control and autonomy to do works.
 Teaching a machine to act ethically will help us in better understanding of ethics.
Gips at [14] wrote that adding ethical dimension to agents will be caused that people trust them when give them their works. In addition, ethic is useful in the relationship between two agents, because they can solve some problems such as inconsistency and conflict in the resources with the agreement together and also their behaviors become more predictable. In [15] stated that whatever that increase freedom of machine would feel necessity of ethical standards. In [16] discussed that in each ecosystem that humans are a part of it, morality is very important. This problem in digital ecosystems where humans and robots are part of it has more degree of importance. Wiegel in [17] wrote that in combination of intelligent agents and morality, there are at least two goals. First goal is more understanding of ethical reasoning and second goal is our confidence to the autonomous artificial agents that are around us.
In addition, there is an important fact that one goal of strong artificial intelligence is making like-human machines that can think and have a mind [18] . Whereas ethic is an effective factor in human decision-making and thinking, then we must try to simulate ethic in agents.
III. Basic Concepts and Definitions

Beauchamp and Childress's principles
A common framework used in the analysis of medical ethics is the "four principles" approach postulated by Tom Beauchamp and James Childress. It recognizes four basic moral principles, which are to be judged and weighed against each other, with attention given to the scope of their application. The four principles are:
 Autonomy: The principle of autonomy recognizes the rights of individuals to self-determination. This is rooted in society's respect for individuals' ability to make informed decisions about personal matters.
 Beneficence: It is one of the core values of health care ethics and refers to actions that promote the well being of others. In the medical context, this means taking actions that serve the best interests of patients.
 NonMaleficence: The concept of nonmaleficence is embodied by the phrase, "first, do no harm". Many consider that should be the main or primary consideration: that it is more important not to harm your patient, than to do them good.
 Justice: It concerns the distribution of scarce health resources, and the decision of who gets what treatment (fairness and equality).
Decision Tree
Decision tree learning is one of the most widely used and practical methods for inductive inference and used for approximating discrete-valued functions [19] . It is robust to noisy data and can learn disjunctive expressions [20] . Its goal is creating a model that predicts the value of a target variable based on several input variables [21] . It can represent learned trees as sets of ifthen rules to improve human readability. 
IV. Related Works
In this section, we introduce some works that have been done in machine ethics and making AMAs. James Gips in [11] has described several concepts that need to make moral agents. First, he has collected some thoughts on both deontological and utilitarian moral theory. Then, he has reviewed the agents that have been made using these two theories.
Anderson in [1] based on moral theories of Jeremy and Ross, implemented two programs. In first program, which has been designed based on utilitarianism theory of Jeremy, initially the user enters some data about the actions that he wants to find most moral of them. (Such as name of an action and the name of a person affected by that action, as well as a rough estimate of the amount and likelihood of pleasure or displeasure that person would experience if this action was chosen). Then the Two other programs and applications which presented by these authors are known as EthEl and MedEthEx [22] [23] . MedEthEx is a system that uses machine-learning algorithms for solving ethical problems in medicine and it is based on prima facie duty theory of Beauchamp and Childress. EthEl is also a prototype of eldercare system that uses the same principle to provide guidance for its actions.
McLaren [24] implemented two applications called SIROCCO and TruthTeller. The TruthTeller compares pairs of cases that present ethical dilemmas about whether or not to tell the truth.SIROCCO (System for Intelligent Retrieval of Operationalized Cases and COdes) is the second program which McLaren designed it. It Leverages information concerning a new ethical dilemma to predict which previously stored principles and cases are relevant to it in the domain of professional engineering ethics.
Honarvar in [25] proposed Casuist BDI-Agent architecture that extends the power of BDI architecture. Casuist BDI-Agent architecture combines CBR method in AI and bottom up casuist approach in ethics in order to add capability of ethical reasoning to BDI-Agent.
In [26] introduced that one natural way to think about reducing risk of robotic harms is to program them to obey our rules or follow a code of ethics. Guarini [27] investigated a neural network approach where specific actions about killing and allowing to die are classified as acceptable or unacceptable depending on different motives and consequences. In [15] , it is extracted behavioral patterns using the information available on the internet. Note that, in this idea, it has been supposed that ethical behavior is one, that most people do it. Deontic logic is logic for reasoning about ideal and actual behavior and has operators to prohibit, permit or obligate people to do something [28] . Arkoudas in [29] tried to design a moral machine using deontic logic and a system of moral reasoning. In this machine, a series of ethical rules, which coded using deontic logic, placed in machine knowledge. This machine has two functions. First, it must do all action that obligated them. Second, it can do actions that permitted them (not to do actions that are prohibited.)
Weigel [17] noted that the BDI architecture is suitable for modeling Agents and wrote that, this architecture need two sections to model Morality. Then he suggested the DEAL logical architecture that consists of three parts: deontic Logic, epistemic logic and action logic. The deontic logic covers the deontic concepts of 'obligation', 'permission', and 'forbidden'. Epistemic logic expresses the things we know and belief. The action logic allows us to reason, through the STIT -see to it that -operator to reason about actions. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed architecture of moral agents. Each component has a function explained as follows: 
V. Proposed Architecture
Training Data
As mentioned before, in this architecture, the agent learns ethics from some examples (training data) that include particular cases, where biomedical ethicists have The training data is collected using a questionnaire that is filled by biomedical ethicists. More details are described in implementation section.
C4.5 Algorithm
After collecting the training data by biomedical ethicists, it is necessary to perform classification process on them. According to the type of learning which is "supervised learning", the system goal is finding a hypothesis that guess the relationship between inputs and outputs. This architecture uses C4.5 decision tree algorithm to find this hypothesis. As mentioned, the output of the algorithm is a tree and can be converted into some rules.
Ethical Rules
After applying the C4.5 algorithm on training data, it is extracted a set of rules, and the agent can uses them in its decision-makings. In fact, these rules are some moral rules that indicate the morality of an action, based on Beauchamp and Childress's principles of biomedical ethics.
Utilitarian Segment
Utilitarian theory is a type of consequentialist theories, which is proposed by Bentham [30] . In utilitarianism, the moral act is the one that produces the greatest balance of pleasure over pain. To measure the goodness of an action, we can look at the situation that would result and sum up the pleasure and pain for each person [31] . More generally, consequentialist evaluation schemes have the following form [11] :
Where wi is the weight assigned each person, pi is the measure of pleasure or happiness or goodness for each person and M is the level of morality of action.
Sometimes, the agent in its decision-makings encounters with a situation that it must choose one action between two or more, when all of them are at the same ethical level (We call this situation a crossroads). In crossroads, the agent, first, refers to the database. If there are records in database similar to its current situation, it uses them and makes decision. Else, it selects one of the actions randomly and performs it, and then calculates morality of it, using the feedback and using (1) . Finally, it stores the result in the database to use it in the future decision-makings.
Database
In database, the information is saved as a record includes three following filed: current state of agent, the performed action on the state and the obtained result that is calculated from (1). The agent can retrieve these records later.
Retrieval of Similar Cases
When the agent refers to database in crossroads and finds some records similar to the current state in the database, it retrieves them and performs an action based on them. We can use one of the two following strategies to specify how the agent chooses an action. The first strategy is that after retrieving records, the agent selects an action with the best ethical level. With this strategy, the agent runs the risk that it will overcommit to actions that are found during previous actions, while failing to explore other actions that are even more ethical.
Another strategy is to assign probability pi for choosing the action ai (for all actions that exist in database) where pi is proportion to morality of the action. Larger values of p will cause the agent to exploit what it has learned and seek actions it believes that is ethical. In contrast, small values of p, leading the agent to explore actions that do not exist in database and may be more ethical.
Determine That Principles Satisfied or Violated
Calculating the degree of satisfaction or violation of ethical principles for each agent action is an important problem in making moral agents. These degrees (for example we can suppose that they are between [-1 +1]), indicate the morality of each action. Determining these values are related to the environment that agent work on it and the actions that the agent can do it. So, we will explain it in the next section.
Finally, according to given descriptions, we can apply following pseudo code for making an AMA. About the pseudo code, we can say that, the agent after perceiving its environment and determining its current state determines all actions that can do them on the current state. Then, it determines the satisfaction/violation level of principles and uses the extracted rules from decision trees to determine the ethical state of each action. Then it chooses the most moral action and does it. If two or more actions would have the same moral status, the agent refers to the database and check if previous similar records existed on it.
LearnedRules=C4.5(TrainingData
If there are similar records in the database, the agent uses the results to select the best action (from ethical view). If a similar case is not found in the database, it selects randomly one of the actions and does it. In these situations, the agent percepts feedback of its action and calculates morality of its action using utilitarian theory and then stores the results in the database.
VI. Implementation
Presented pseudo-code in the previous section, shows the implementation of our proposed architecture. But there are two parts of it that need more explanation.
Determine the Satisfaction Level of Principles
To distinguish morality level of an action, the agent needs to determine the satisfaction/violation level of principles for it. The agent can determine satisfaction level of nonMaleficence and beneficence principles according to the decision that it makes for the patient. For example, if it wants to decide about giving a drug to a patient, it can use patient's medical records, drug's information and other medical information. Also, to determine the satisfaction/violation level of autonomy principle, the agent presents questions about whether or not the patient understands the consequences of the decision. Finally, the answer of these questions, determines satisfaction/violation level of autonomy principle.
Generate Decision Tree
As discussed earlier, the four principles, autonomy, justice, beneficence and NonMaleficence, considered by Beauchamp and Childress for determining ethically correct action. Since, in this implementation, we suppose that the justice principle is satisfied in all actions, then we can remove it from ethical principles. Therefore, we have obtained the training data based on autonomy, beneficence and NonMaleficence principles. Each principle has a value between [-1, +1]. This training data is extracted from a questionnaire, which it is filled by a number of biomedical ethicist. Table 1 shows a part of extracted training data. After collecting the data, we used the WEKA, a popular suite of machine learning software written in Java and it contains a collection of visualization tools and algorithms for data analysis and predictive modeling, to extract a decision tree from data. We applied the C4.5 algorithm on training data and the following tree is extracted from it (Figure3). In this figure, A, N and B, respectively mean Autonomy, NonMaleficence and Beneficence. Note that if we give more training data to the algorithm, the output tree would be more precise.
When decision tree is produced, we can extract some ethical rule from it. A sample of the extracted rules is written below. this purpose, first, we collected some training data based on Beauchamp and Childress's principles of biomedical ethics using a questionnaire. Then, we used C4.5 decision tree algorithm on training data and extracted some ethical rules from them. The moral agent in this architecture used these rules to find the best action from ethical view. We applied this architecture to build an agent that provides guidance to health care workers faced with ethical dilemmas.
There are limited works in the implementation of moral agents. In this regard, our proposed architecture is comparable to the MedEthEx program that presented by Anderson [5] . There are some advantages for our proposed architecture in compared with MedEthEx as follows:
Autonomy
 MedEthEx can decide between only two actions, but in our model, the agent can compare some actions simultaneously.
 In our architecture, there is a strategy for the crossroads (when the agent must choose one action between two or more, when all of them are at the same ethical level).
VIII. Future works
In this section, it has been presented two ideas for future works.
1. By looking at human societies, we can see that an action has different interpretations in different countries and cultures from a moral point of view. For example, a specific action may be immoral in a culture, but it may be moral in other cultures. Studying the influence of culture in ethics is one of the topics that can be useful in the future to work on it.
2. Ethical knowledge representation with a formal logic is an effective works toward making moral agents. Therefore, the researchers can evaluate different logics, find appropriate logic for ethical knowledge representation, and then extract different rules in ethics and try to present ethical rules for agents or robots.
